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We analyse possible cosmological scenarios on a brane where the brane acts as a dy-
namical boundary of various black holes with anti-de Sitter or de Sitter asymptotic.
In many cases, the brane is found to describe completely non-singular universe. In
some cases, quantum gravity era of the brane-universe can also be avoided by prop-
erly tuning bulk parameters. We further discuss the creation of a brane-universe by
studying its wave function. This is done by employing Wheeler-De Witt equation in
the mini superspace formalism.
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1 Introduction
Motivated by string theory, the AdS/CFT correspondence and the hierarchy problem in particle
physics, brane-world models have been a focus of interest in recent years [1] - [6]. In these models,
our universe is realized as a boundary of a higher-dimensional space-time. In this context, a well
studied example is when the bulk is an AdS space. The gravitational interaction among matter
on this brane is found to be described by standard laws when one considers distance scale much
larger than the AdS length scale [7].
In the cosmological context, many authors have considered (see for example [8] - [28])
the embedding of a four dimensional Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe in five di-
mensional bulk geometry. The bulk is often described by AdS or AdS Schwarzschild black hole
metric. In the later case, the mass of the black hole is found to act effectively as an invisible
energy density on the brane with the same equation of state of radiation matter. This, however,
is found to have a nice interpretation in terms of AdS/CFT correspondence. The correspondence
allows one to reinterpret the AdS-Schwarzschild geometry as a source for a four dimensional
CFT at finite temperature. As pointed out in [29] - [31], it is easy then to understand why the
radiation-dominated FRW universe emerges. This is because all CFTs have the same equations of
state up to numerical constants and hence the FRW equation takes the same form as in the case
of radiation dominated universe. Replacing the bulk now by a five dimensional AdS-Reissner-
Nordsto¨rm black hole may seem like a straight forward generalization. However, as it was found
in [32], such geometry has far reaching consequences on the brane evolution. First, FRW equation
now describes the brane as dominated by induced radiation and “stiff” matter. However, in the
equation, the stiff matter contribution comes with an opposite sign∗. As a result, the universe
(flat, open and closed) is never found to shrink to zero size. It is important to note that the bulk
∗This was first noticed in [13].
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electric charge plays the role of a “regulator” on the brane. As we take the charge to zero, big
bang singularities are found to reappear†.
Here, in this paper, we further analyse the D dimensional brane evolution in various D+1
dimensional AdS or dS black hole backgrounds of various topologies. We first study these back-
grounds carefully and find critical values of mass and other parameters in order these geometries
to correspond to black holes with non-degenerate horizons. We believe that some of these explicit
results here are new. We then study the brane dynamics in these geometries. It is found to be
described by FRW equation which has contributions from induced radiation matter, stiff matter
and an effective cosmological constant. This constant depends on a certain combination of bulk
cosmological constant and brane tension. We then analyse the classical dynamics of the brane by
solving the FRW equation in case of vanishing and nonvanishing effective cosmological constant.
We find that all open, flat and closed universes have no big bang singularities when the bulk
has a nonvanishing electric charge. For the closed universe, the size is bounded from above and
from below. On the other hand, for open and flat universe, the brane starts with finite radius
and expands for ever. We also find here that the minimum radius of the universe can be made
sufficiently large by tuning the bulk mass and charge to large values. This, in turn, means that for
such universes we can avoid reaching a quantum gravity era in the past. This scenario, in a more
general set up, is analysed recently in [34]. We then analyse the brane universe when there is an
effective (negative or positive) cosmological constant on the brane. Though the FRW equations
here can not be solved analytically in a closed form, we study the equation by numerical means.
The non-singular nature of the solutions is also found to persist in this case. However, is all the
above cases, universe is found to be singular when the charge is set to zero. We, therefore, turn
our attention to the fate of these singularities from the perspective of “quantum cosmology”. By
employing the Wheeler De Witt (WDW) equation in the mini superspace formalism, we find that
the minimum size of the brane universe is of the order of the Planck length. We feel that this
may indicate that the universe stabilizes against collapse due to quantum effects. However, we
may add here that quantum cosmology at this present stage has certain inherent ambiguities.
These are associated with the orderings of operators, choice of boundary conditions of the wave
functions etc. That is why our results here will be more of speculative in nature.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we critically analyse various topo-
logical AdS and dS black hole backgrounds. Considering brane as a dynamical boundary of these
geometries, we set up brane equation of motion by studying the brane effective action. In section
3, we analyses classical evolution of the brane by explicitly solving brane equation of motion. ‡
We then critically analyse various physical properties of our solutions with a particular emphasize
on their early and late time behavior. Section 4 of this paper deals with the brane dynamics from
the WDW perspective. We solve relevant WDW equations , in mini superspace, for tensionless
branes and analyse its behavior at short distance scales. For branes with tension, one needs to re-
sort to some approximate methods. We study these branes in section 5 via WKB approximation.
The paper ends with a discussion of our results.
†Some earlier work on brane cosmology can be found in [32, 33].
‡Some cosmological scenarios on the brane have been reviewed in [27].
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2 Brane effective action
Bulk with AdS asymptotics
The dynamics of a D dimensional brane inside a bulk gravitational field is dictated by the
following bulk-boundary action with a negative cosmological constant Λ = −D(D−1)2l2
S =
1
16piGD+1
∫
M
dD+1x
√
g
(
R− F 2 + D(D − 1)
l2
)
− 1
8piGD+1
∫
∂M
dDx
√
γK− T
8piGD+1
∫
∂M
dDx
√
γ, (1)
where F 2 is the Maxwell kinetic energy term and K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature Kµν
taken with respect to the induced metric on the brane γµν = gµν−nµnν . This term is required for
a well-defined variational principle on the space time boundary [35]. Here nµ is the unit normal
vector to the brane. Furthermore, T in (1) is the brane tension and this term is required in order
to get a finite action and stress tensor [36, 37]§. Variation of (1) with respect to the induced
metric gives us
Kµν = T
D − 1γµν . (2)
A large class of solutions of bulk equations of motion can be represented by
ds2 = −h(a)dt2 + da
2
h(a)
+ a2γ˜ijdx
idxj , (3)
where
h(a) = k +
a2
l2
− ωDM
aD−2
+
(D − 1)ω2DQ2
8(D − 2)a2D−4 , ωD =
16piGD+1
(D − 1)VD−1 . (4)
Here, k = 0,∓1, correspond to flat, hyperbolic and spherical geometries ofD dimensional subspace
for a given a. γ˜ij is the metric for a constant curvature manifold M
D−1 with volume VD−1 =∫
dD−1x
√
γ˜. As can easily be seen from (3) and (4), for M = Q = 0, the bulk is a simple D
dimensional AdS space. For only Q = 0, the bulk is an AdS Schwarzschild black hole, while for all
the parameters non-zero and within certain domain, the background corresponds to charged AdS
black holes. The parameters M and Q can then be identified with Arnowitt-Deser-Misner mass
and charge respectively. Some analysis of the causal structure of this metric has been performed
in [38, 39].
We would like to comment on the horizon structure of the metric (3). First, note that this
metric asymptotically is anti-de Sitter for all values of parameters. However, for the metric to
describe the exterior of black hole with non-degenerate horizon, we need to restrict the parameters.
To have such a geometry, we would like a(2D−4)h(a) to have a simple root at a = a0 such that
h(a) is positive for a > a0. This gives a lower bound on the parameter M . This can be seen as
follows. Let h(a) be zero for a = a0. Therefore, we can invert the relation to get mass M as a
§In general, one should add more derivative terms to (1), see [37].
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function of a0 and other parameters as
M =
a
(D−2)
0
ωD
[
k +
a20
l2
+
(D − 1)ω2DQ2a−2D+40
8(D − 2)
]
. (5)
Now, by taking first and second derivative of (5) with respect to a0, we see thatM has a minimum
M crit at acrit0 when
8D(acrit0 )
2(D−1)
+ 8(D − 2)kl2(acrit0 )
2D−4 − l2ω2D(D − 1)Q2 = 0. (6)
M crit can therefore be determined by first solving acrit0 from (6) and then substituting it into
(5). If we now define aH(M,Q) as the larger of the positive solutions, we will have the following
inequality:
acrit0 (Q) ≤ aH(M,Q) <∞, as M crit(Q) ≤M <∞. (7)
Though, in higher dimension, expressions of M crit and acrit0 are either not illuminating or hard to
obtain, but for D = 3, we have
M crit =
√
2(−k2l2 + 3ω23Q2 + kl
√
k2l2 + 3ω23Q
2)
√
27ω3
√
l(−kl +
√
k2l2 + 3ω23Q
2)
1
2 ,
acrit0 =
√√√√−kl2
6
+
l2
6
√
k2 +
3ω23Q
2
l2
. (8)
We note here that acrit0 → 0 as Q→ 0. For D = 4, that is when the bulk is five dimensional, it is
also possible to find M crit and acrit0 explicitly. However, the expressions are very big except for
k = 0. In this case,
M crit =
3
2
3
(
5ω4Q
2 +
√
l4ω24Q
4
)
16
(
l2ω24Q
2 +
√
l4ω44Q
4
) 1
3
,
acrit0 =
3
1
6
2
(l2ω24Q
2 +
√
l4ω44Q
4)
1
6 . (9)
As we would like to find the dynamics of a D dimensional brane moving in (3), it is instructive
to find out the effective action that controls the dynamics. For this purpose (and hence in the
rest of the section), we do not need to explicitly specify the functional form of h(a). As we will
see, effective action describing the boundary dynamics can be expressed in terms of h(a).
The extrinsic curvature, Kµν , can be calculated following [40]. Those are
Kθiθi =
√
h(a) + a˙2
a
, (10)
and
Kττ =
h
′
(a) + 2a¨
2
√
h(a) + a˙2
, (11)
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where h
′
(a) = dh(a)
da
and i = 1, . . . ,D − 1, θi’s are the angular coordinates, a˙ = dadτ and τ denotes
the proper time as measured along the brane world volume. Details of these computations can be
found in many earlier literature, see for example [40]. Inserting these values of extrinsic curvature
in (2), we get √
h(a) + a˙2
a
=
T
D − 1 . (12)
The dynamics of the brane can be captured through an effective Lagrangian L. Clearly,
the only degree of freedom in L will be a - so the Lagrangian which we are about to write down
is a construction in the mini-superspace. It is given by
L =Mp
[
a˙ sinh−1
(
a˙√
h(a)
)
−
√
h(a) + a˙2 +
T
D − 1a
]
, (13)
where Mp is Planck mass, a dimension full constant. The Euler-Lagrange equation for a then is
given by
h
′
(a) + 2a¨
2
√
h(a) + a˙2
=
T
D − 1 . (14)
L then reproduces the correct equation of motion of the brane (2) along with (12). We see from
the Lagrangian, that the momentum conjugate to a is
p =
∂L
∂a˙
=Mp sinh
−1
[
a˙√
h(a)
]
. (15)
It is then straightforward to construct the hamiltonian,
H = pa˙− L =Mp
[√
h(a) cosh
(
p
Mp
)
− T
D − 1a
]
. (16)
We will, in section 4, use this hamiltonian with suitable ordering to analyse a possible quantum
scenario for the brane universe. However, before doing so, we will study the classical equation of
motion of a in the next section.
Bulk with dS asymptotics
Brane evolution in de Sitter black hole background can simply be obtained from (4) by
replacing l2 → −l2 and setting k = 1. In this case, h(a) = 0 can have three positive roots. The
largest one corresponds to the cosmological horizon and the rest two correspond to the inner and
outer horizons of the black hole [41]. The brane equations remain same as in equations (12) and
(14) with the hamiltonian as in (16).
3 Classical cosmological evolution of the brane
The classical cosmological evolution of the brane is determined from the solutions of (12). Sub-
stituting the form of h(a) from (4) in (12), we get(
a˙
a
)2
= − k
a2
+ ΛD +
ωDM
aD
− (D − 1)ω
2
DQ
2
8(D − 2)a2D−2 , (17)
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where ΛD =
T 2
(D−1)2 − 1l2 is the effective cosmological constant on the brane. Note that for AdS
bulk, the effective cosmological constant can be either zero, negative or positive. However, for dS
bulk, ΛD is strictly positive.
We can now find solutions of (17) in different situations, namely, for different values to
k, for different choices of ΛD (positive, negative and zero). We thus have three distinct cases:
(1) Q = 0,M = 0, (2) Q = 0,M > 0 and (3) Q > 0,M > 0 and for each of these three cases one
have the following 9 situations
ΛD = 0, k = 0,±1
ΛD > 0, k = 0,±1
ΛD < 0, k = 0,±1.
(18)
We will now discuss all these cases in the following.
(1) M = Q = 0
For M = Q = 0, the brane universe moves in AdS/dS bulk. Solving (17), we get the time
dependence of the scale factor of the brane as
a =
1√
ΛD
e
√
ΛDτ for k = 0,
=
1√
ΛD
cosh
(√
ΛDτ
)
for k = +1,
=
1√
ΛD
sinh
(√
ΛDτ
)
for k = −1.
(19)
The above solutions are valid only for ΛD > 0. For k = 0, we get a de-Sitter like expansion.
For k = 1, the universe initially is infinitely large, then it shrinks at finite time to a finite size
controlled by
√
ΛD and, subsequently, expands and reaches infinite size at late time τ . For
k = −1, the radius starts out from zero size and then grows to infinite size with time.
For the case of ΛD < 0, there are no physically relevant solutions except for k = −1, where a
behaves as
a =
1√|ΛD|sin(
√
|ΛD|τ). (20)
(2) M > 0,Q = 0
In this case, the brane moves in Schwarzschild black hole with AdS/dS asymptotics. The effective
brane cosmological constant ΛD can be either zero or non-zero. We discuss both these cases for
the D+1 bulk in the following. Though in many cases exact solutions can be obtained, we resort
to numerical analysis where exact results are either hard to obtain or less illuminating.
(i)ΛD = 0
7
It turns out that, when the effective brane cosmological constant is zero, the exact solutions are
most easily obtained in terms of conformal time η defined as a(η)dη = dτ . The solutions of (17)
then gives,
a(η) =
[D − 2
2
√
MωDη
] 2
D−2 for k = 0,
= (MωD)
1
D−2 sin[
D − 2
2
η]
2
D−2 for k = +1,
= (MωD)
1
D−2 sinh[
D − 2
2
η]
2
D−2 for k = −1.
(21)
As can be seen from above, for k = 0, the brane starts out from singularity and expands to
infinite size at late time. However, the rate of expansion and acceleration depend crucially on the
dimension of the brane. For D = 4, it expands at a constant rate and for D > 4, the expansion
rate decrease with time η producing a deflationary scenario. In terms of cosmic time τ , the
brane expands as radiation dominated universe a ∼ τ 2D . For k = 1, we get cyclic universe with
maximum size of the brane is amax = (MωD)
1
D−2 where M is the mass of the bulk black hole.
For k = −1, on the other hand, we have an open universe as expected.
(ii)ΛD 6= 0
When the brane has effective cosmological constant (negative or positive), the dynamics of the
universe can be analysed in a quite simple manner. We discuss first the case of positive cosmo-
logical constant and then the case with ΛD < 0.
(a)ΛD > 0
In this case, (17) can be solved exactly in arbitrary D for k = 0 with the result,
a(τ) =
(MωD
ΛD
) 1
D sinh[
D
√
ΛD
2
τ ]
2
D for k = 0.
(22)
Therefore, the brane here emerges from the bulk singularity and then expands for ever. In
particular, at late time, we have de-Sitter like inflation as can be seen from expanding (22) for
large τ .
However, for k = ±1, for only D = 4, exact analytical result can be found and is discussed for
k = 1 in some detail in [42, 43]. For other dimensions we could get the behavior of the scale
factor through numerical analysis. For D = 4, we get
a(τ) =
[e2√Λ4τ + k
2Λ4
] 1
2 for 4Λ4ω4M = 1,
=
1√
2Λ4
[√
1− 4ω4MΛ4 cosh(2
√
Λ4τ) + k
] 1
2 for 4ω4MΛ4 < 1,
8
=
1√
2Λ4
[√
4ω4MΛ4 − 1 sinh(2
√
Λ4τ) + k
] 1
2 for 4ω4MΛ4 > 1.
(23)
Thus, for the case 4Λ4ω4M = 1, we get for de-Sitter expansion for all values of k for large τ .
However, for small τ , expansion is sensitive to k. For k = 1 the brane starts from a finite size
1√
2Λ4
, while for k = −1, brane again emerges from bulk singularity. As can be seen from (23),
when 4Λ4ω4M < 1, the universe radius is bounded from below by (
√
1− 4Λ4ω4M + k) 12/
√
2Λ4 for
k = 1.
As mentioned earlier, for D > 4, analytical solutions in closed forms are hard to obtain. However,
below are the plots of a with time for different k.
0.02 0.2 0.4
Η
31.63
33.5
35
a
Figure 1: The universe for D = 6 and k = 1, ω6M = 100, Λ6 = .001. It begins at a finite size
and expands for ever. Here and in other figures, all the quantities are measured in appropriate
powers of length.
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0.35 0.45 0.55
Η
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
a
Figure 2: The universe for D = 6 and ω6M = 100, Λ6 = 1. Here k = −1 corresponds to the
solid line while dotted line is for k = 0. In both cases, the universe begins from singularity and
expands for ever.
(b)ΛD < 0
The case when effective cosmological constant is negative on the brane, (17) can be exactly
integrated for arbitrary D for flat universe with the result
a(τ) =
(MωD
ΛD
) 1
D sin[
D
√
ΛD
2
τ ]
2
D for k = 0.
(24)
We therefore have cyclic universe with minimum radius being zero while the maximum is deter-
mined by the ratio of black hole mass and cosmological constant.
As before, for k = ±1, exact solution can be found easily for D = 4. Those are given by
a(τ) =
1√
2Λ4
[√
4Mω4Λ4 + 1 sin(2
√
Λ4τ)− k
] 1
2 for k = ±1. (25)
For D > 4, the behavior of a can be found by numerical means and is shown in the following
figure.
(3)M > 0, Q > 0
In this subsection, we turn our attention to the case where the brane is moving in charged AdS
background parametrized by mass M and charge Q. In this case, as will be discussed below, we
get a host of brane cosmologies which are completely non-singular during the brane evolution.
10
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Τ
0
2
4
6
a
Figure 3: Evolution of the brane in D = 5 for ω5M = 500, Λ5 = .01. The dotted, dashed and
solid lines correspond to k = 0, 1,−1 respectively.
(i)ΛD = 0
We start here with the case, where the effective cosmological constant ΛD is zero. In this case,
(17) can be exactly solved for any D with the result
a(η) =
[ 1
MωD
((D − 1)Q2ω2D
8(D − 2) +
M2ω2D
4
(D − 2)2η2
)] 1
D−2 for k = 0,
=
[MωD
2
(
1 +
√
1− D − 1
2(D − 2)
Q2
M2
sin((D − 2)η)
)] 1
D−2 for k = +1,
=
[MωD
2
(
− 1 +
√
1 +
D − 1
2(D − 2)
Q2
M2
cosh((D − 2)η)
)] 1
D−2 for k = −1.
(26)
It is important to note that k = 1 solution only makes sense when the charge satisfies the
inequality
Q ≤
√
2M
√
D − 2
D − 1 . (27)
For D = 4, these configurations are studied in some detail in [32]. As can be seen from the figure
4, all three solutions are non-singular. For k = 0,−1, universe starts from nonzero value of a and
expands forever. Thus for flat brane
[ 1
MωD
(D − 1)Q2ω2D
8(D − 2)
] 1
D−2 ≤ a ≤ ∞, (28)
and for k = −1 [MωD
2
(
− 1 +
√
1 +
(D − 1)Q2
2(D − 2)M2
)] 1
D−2 ≤ a ≤ ∞. (29)
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On the other hand, we have bouncing non-singular universe for k = 1 where the universe oscillates
between two non-zero values of a as
[MωD
2
(
1−
√
1− (D − 1)Q
2
2(D − 2)M2
)] 1
D−2 ≤ a ≤
[MωD
2
(
1 +
√
1− (D − 1)Q
2
2(D − 2)M2
)] 1
D−2 . (30)
Notice that as we take Q to zero, the minimum radius collapses to a singularity. So, in a sense,
the charge parameter Q acts as a regulator. This behavior is also intuitively expected. As in this
case, the brane moves in electrically charged background, the flux lines have to end on the brane.
These fluxes, in turn, do not allow the brane to shrink to zero size. A typical behavior of the
universe for k = 0,±1 is shown in the following figure.
0 1 2 3 4 5
Η
0
2
8
14
a
Figure 4: The universe for k = −1, 0, 1 are shown in solid, dotted and dashed lines respectively
for D = 5, ω5M = 500, ω5Q = 1 and Λ5 = 0. As can be seen, in all these cases, big bang like
singularities are absent.
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We further would like to emphasize that for k = −1 and k = 1, the minimum size of the
universe can be made sufficiently large by taking bulk mass and charge to large values. Thus,
one would expect to have quantum gravity corrections to be small even when the brane is at its
minimum size. In this sense, the universe avoids the usual quantum gravity era in the past.
(ii)ΛD 6= 0
It turns out that in this case, it is hard to integrate (17) to get a closed form expression for
a as a function of τ . However, the equation can easily be integrated numerically. In what follows,
we discuss the solutions for ΛD > 0 as well as ΛD < 0 for D = 4.
(a)ΛD > 0
As can easily be checked from (17) that for fixed ΛD, for certain range of parameters
(M,Q), a˙ becomes zero at a positive value of a at some finite time τ for all k. The universe then
begins at that radius. At late time, brane expands exponentially independent of the values of k.
The expansion rate of course depends on the effective cosmological constant ΛD. The complete
evolution of the brane is shown in the figure below for certain choice of parameters.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Η
0.00612
8
14
20
a
Figure 5: This shows typical behavior of the universe for Λ4 = 1. Here again k = −1, 0, 1 are
shown in solid, dotted and dashed lines for D = 4, ω4M = 50, ω4Q = 0.1. Universe begins at a
finite size and expands at late time.
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(b)ΛD < 0
In the case where the effective cosmological constant is negative, for fixed ΛD, for certain
choice of parameters (M,Q), there are two real positive roots of the equation a˙ = 0 for all k. The
universe then begins then at finite amin and ends at another value of amax. Below amin and above
amax, the brane is unstable. The complete evolution of the brane for certain choice of parameters
is shown in the figure below.
-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
Η
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
a
Figure 6: This shows typical behavior of the universe for Λ4 = −1. k = −1, 0, 1 are shown in
solid, dotted and dashed lines for D = 4, ω4M = 100, ω4Q = 0.1. Universe begins at non-zero
size and ends at finite size. Instabilities arise below the minimum and above the maximum radii.
As we have now seen, in some instances, universe begins at the singularity of the bulk. This
in turn imply big bang like singularity on the brane. In the next section, we study these singular
universes from the perspective of “quantum cosmology”.
4 Quantum cosmologies arising from Wheeler-De Witt Equation
In this section, we turn our attention to a quantum version of the cosmological models of
previous section. Due to lack of an existing formulation of quantum gravity, our task becomes
really difficult. We, therefore, need to make drastic simplifications. The approximation that is
most commonly used is the mini superspace truncation of the Wheeler-De Witt formalism. In
what follows, we will make such approximation in order to discuss a suggestive quantum version
of our previous models. Even with in the mini-superspace approximation, quantum cosmology
suffers from many ambiguities. The operator ordering ambiguity in the hamiltonian operator,
choice of boundary condition on the wave function are among many others. We may say that
we have nothing to add to improve our understanding on those issues. We rather work with
a particular operator ordering and chose a particular boundary condition on the wave function
14
which seems natural to us. As a result, our result in this section would at most be speculative in
nature. We will closely follow the method developed in [44]. Creation of brane-universe in AdS
space is discussed in [14].
First, the Wheeler-De Witt hamiltonian can be obtained from (16) by substituting p →
−i ∂
∂a
and is
Hˆ =Mp
[
h
1
4 cos
( 1
Mp
∂
∂a
)
h
1
4 − T
(D − 1)a
]
, (31)
and the evolution of the brane universe is then governed by
Hˆψ(a) = 0. (32)
Here, ψ(a) is the wave function of the brane universe while Hˆ is a quantum hamiltonian of the
brane. In writing down (31), one faces the ordering ambiguity. Hermiticity of the hamiltonian is
used as guideline to set this operator ordering. We, however, may note that the ordering here is
not unique and one can, in principle, work with a different ordering prescription. This, in turn,
will change the nature of the quantum behavior.
It is now straightforward to solve (32) particularly for T = 0. The solution is
ψmn(a) = Cmn(φm − φn), (33)
with
φj = h
− 1
4 exp
[
−
(
j +
1
2
)
piaMp
]
. (34)
Cmn here are normalisation constants which can be explicitly evaluated. However, for our purpose,
we would not require their explicit forms. In the above expression of the wave functions, m,n
are the integer valued quantum numbers describing the state of the brane. Negatives values of
m, n do not give normalizable wave function so we discard them. Same is the case for m = n.
It is now quite easy to see that for both M = 0 and Q = 0, and M 6= 0, Q 6= 0, the solution, as
written above, satisfies both the boundary condition (given later) and Wheeler-De Witt equation.
However, for M 6= 0, Q 6= 0, we have another solution, which also satisfies both Wheeler-De Witt
equation and the boundary condition, namely,
ψj(a) = Cjφj , (35)
where φj is as written above and Cj is again a normalisation constant.
Note that our wave function is normalised as
∫∞
0 |ψ|2da = 1. Furthermore, we have chosen
De-Witt boundary (see for example [45]) condition on the wave function.
ψ(a = 0) = 0. (36)
This simply says that the probability of occurrence of the singularity at a = 0 is zero. We will
continue to use this boundary condition on the wave function in our following analysis. Existence
of a normalised wave function with this boundary condition is then suggestive to the fact that the
universe may not have the initial singularity in the quantum version. Let us also note that the
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two terms in ψmn individually satisfy the differential equation Hˆψ = 0, but do not individually
satisfy the boundary condition for M = 0 and Q = 0. With the wave functions at hand, one can
calculate the mean value of the “radius” of the brane universe, that is
〈a〉 =
∫
a|ψmn|2da∫ |ψmn|2da . (37)
By dimensional analysis this number can be expected to be the order of 1
Mp
. We can find the
solution for T = 0, that is for ΛD = − 1l2 . Using the form h(a) as
h(a) = k − ΛDa2 − ωDM
aD−2
+
(D − 1)ω2DQ2
8(D − 2)a2D−4 . (38)
Hence, the solution φj is
φj =
exp[−(j + 12)piaMp]
(k − ΛDa2 − ωDMaD−2 +
(D−1)ω2
D
Q2
8(D−2)a2D−4 )
1
4
. (39)
It is important to note that the wave function blows up when the denominator of (39) vanishes for
non-zero values of a. This happens at the horizon of the bulk black hole. The horizon singularity,
in black hole physics, can be removed by proper choice of coordinates. Therefore, such divergences
of the wave function may not be so worrying for us (see [44] for a discussion on this issue). On
the other hand, the real singularity of the bulk is at a = 0. It is quite easy to check that the wave
function approaches zero at this singularity satisfying the boundary condition (36).
Let us now proceed to analyse some consequences of the wave function we have just found
for some specific cases. We first consider the case where M = Q = 0, k = −1 and ΛD < 0. The
classical behavior of the brane was analysed in the previous section. The universe then starts
from singularity, expands till the maximum size 1√|ΛD| and then shrinks to singularity. From the
quantum mechanical perspective, we find the wave function to be
ψmn(a) =
Cmn(
− 1 + |ΛD|a2
) 1
4
(
e−(m+
1
2
)piaMp − e−(n+ 12 )piaMp
)
, (40)
Consequently, we can evaluate the expectation value of the universe radius. This turns out to be
〈a〉 =
∫∞
0 daa|ψmn|2∫∞
0 da|ψmn|2
. (41)
Further, expanding the denominator of ψmn and keeping terms to linear in ΛD with m = 1, n = 0
gives
〈a〉 = 1
piMp
(
11
6
+
ΛD
(piMp)2
395
108
)
+O(ΛD2). (42)
Similarly, for M 6= 0, Q = 0, k = 1 and ΛD = 0 (with T = 0, l → ∞), as written in the second
line of eq. (21) and is
ψmn(a) =
Cmn(
1− ωDM
aD−2
) 1
4
(
e−(m+
1
2
)piaMp − e−(n+ 12 )piaMp
)
, (43)
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the average value of a for small ωDM with m = 1 and n = 0 is
〈a〉 = 11
6piMp
+
3ωDM
2
Γ(4−D)
(piMp)3−D
(
1
34−D
+ 1− 1
22−D
)
− 11ωDM
4
Γ(3−D)
(piMp)3−D
(
1
33−D
+ 1− 1
22−D
)
+O(ωDM)2. (44)
We thus notice that in both the above cases, the universe radius gets an average value which,
in leading order, is proportional to 1/Mp and is independent of the other dimensionful constants
that appear in ψmn. One can further evaluate < a > for small but non-zero Λ. We have explicitly
checked that the leading order term is again of the order 1/Mp and free of other dimensionful
parameters. This may indicate that the universe, in stead of shrinking to zero size, may stabilize
at the scale of 1/Mp due to quantum effects. In the next section, we would study the solution for
nonzero T using WKB approximation.
5 WKB Approximation
It turns out to be too difficult to find the solution of the Wheeler-De Witt equation for T 6= 0.
However, by employing WKB technique, it is possible to get a suggestive picture of the quantum
universe for branes with non-zero tension.
Let us recapitulate the recipe to find the wave function of a system using WKB approxima-
tion. First, we have to solve the the equation Hˆ(pˆ, aˆ)ψ = Eψ, with H(p, a) as the Hamiltonian
associated to classical system. Setting this classical Hamiltonian, H(p, a) = E, gives us a relation
between p = f(E, a). Using this approximation, we can find solution to the Hamiltonian equation
for two regimes: for E > V and E < V , the former corresponds to the classically allowed region
and the latter to classically forbidden region. The solutions for these cases are
ψA(a) =
1√
(∂H
∂p
)
× e±i
∫ a
pdx for classically allowed region,
ψF (a) =
1√
|(∂H
∂p
)|
× e−
∫ a |p|dx for classically forbidden region. (45)
Following the prescription as written above, it is quite easy to find the momentum p. It is
given by
p = Mp cosh
−1
[
Ta
(D − 1)√h(a)
]
= Mp
(
cosh−1
[
Ta
(D − 1)√h(a)
]
+ 2piin
)
, (46)
where n is an integer. The conjugate momentum, as written above, has to satisfy the Bohr-
Summerfield quantization condition ∮
pda = (m+ δ), (47)
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where m is an integer and associated to “radial” quantum number, and δ is typically a fraction.
We will not require the explicit value of δ. The wave function for the classically allowed region is
then
ψA(a) =
1√
a˙
× ei
∫ a
pdx
=
e−2pinaMp(
− k + a2ΛD + ωDMa(D−2) −
(D−1)ω2
D
Q2
8(D−2)a2D−4
) 1
4
× eiΘ(a),
(48)
where Θ(a) is
Θ(a) =Mp
∫ a
cosh−1
[
Ta
(D − 1)√h(a)
]
. (49)
It is easy to see from (48) that the solution in the classically allowed region is oscillatory in nature
and simultaneously exponentially damped for n > 0. The solution in the classically forbidden
region is
ψF (a) =
1√|a˙|e−2pinaMpe−|Θ(a)|, (50)
where Θ(a) is given in eq. (49).
6 Discussion
In this paper, we have initiated a systematic study of possible cosmological scenarios on a brane
where the brane acts as a dynamical boundary of various asymptotically AdS or dS spaces. Our
emphasize, thought out, was to isolate the cases where big bang singularity was absent on the
brane. This happens, in particular, when the bulk represents D + 1 dimensional charged AdS or
dS black hole. Early time singularities for k = 0,±1 are found to be absent on the brane. This
was found by explicitly solving the FRW equation when the effective cosmological constant on the
brane was fine tuned to zero. Furthermore, by studying FRW equation through numerical means,
we found that the non-singular feature continues even when the effective cosmological constant
is non-zero. We have also found that, by taking mass and the charge of the bulk black hole to
large values (but keeping their ratio fixed), the universe can avoid quantum gravity era at early
time for the models with k = ±1. In section 4 and 5, we analysed the brane universe from the
quantum mechanical perspective. This was done by employing Wheeler-De Witt equation in the
mini superspace formalism and also via WKB methods. Within these approximation schemes, we
studied the wave function of the brane-universe with a special attention to the scenarios where
classical big bang singularities are present. We then found that the minimum size of the brane is
of the order of Planck length.
As it is clear that many interesting issues of cosmological importance were not considered
in this paper. No matter fields (except those that were induced from bulk) were introduced on
the brane. These fields would certainly modify the scenarios that we have discussed so far. It
would be nice to see, however, if the scenario of bounce followed by radiation still persists when
18
such matter fields are included. Furthermore, fluctuation of such matter fields also remain an
interesting arena to explore. We hope to address these issues in the future.
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